Tragedies Subject
Phi Bete Lecture

McKnight Lectures On
Education * Journalism
Colbert A. McKnight, editor of
The Charlotte Observer and the recipient of the 1965 Elijah Parish
was also
Fellowship,
Lovejoy
awarded an honorary Doctor of
Laws degree from Colby College
last Thursday night.
Mr. McKnight's remarks were
concerned with the topic, "The
Journalist and the Educator." He
is well suited to speak on such a
topic, since he had intended to be a
Spanish teacher. After he worked
on a newspaper during the summer
for four years, the profession of
journalism, not that of teaching,
had won Mr. McKnight. However,
as he pointed out, "the end objective of the two professions is the
same — to educate our people and
to elevate their taste in the elusive
hope that our national life and national purpose will be shaped by
public opinion and not by public
emotion."
Mr. McKnight went on to state
his fears concerning some of the
"emotion-stirring issues" which
have long been with us — the race
question, communism, the war in
Viet Nam. He discussed the racial
situation in North Carolina in some
detail, concluding "that frustration

and anxiety are behind most of the
extremist groups and extremist
movements in our land today." He
names "the velocity and complexity
of change in our society" a major
cause of this anxiety.
His belief is that urbanization is
the overriding domestic problem in
our land today. It is creating a new
form of slavery, "not the kind of
slavery that Elijah Parish Lovejoy
fought against. It is a much more
subtle, and in some ways more
cruel form of slavery, since it enslaves the human spirit while it
presumably frees the human body
of legal chains and barriers."
The educator and the journalist
have a great role to play in eliminating these last vestiges of human
slavery. There must be great
changes in the public school system,
as well as more extensive adult
education programs. This would, of
course, entail having large numbers
of teachers, who hopefully would
be concerned with teaching, not
with publishing. There is a challenge for the journalist in that he
must keep himself informed about
the changes in society so that his
newspaper can accurately report
and interpret the changes to its
readers.

Gals Round Up Guys;
Sadie Hawkins Nears

Fellas, watch out! Sadie Hawkins Day is coming up on November
13th. It all began in 1937 in Al
Capp's mythical town of Dogpatch
when Mayor Hekzebiah Hawkins,
in a desperate effort to marry off
his uncommonly ugly daughter
Sadie, hit upon a scheme that finally ended Sadie's 55 years of single
cussedness. His honor decreed a
foot race to be held between all
unwed males and females and ordained that any miserable man
caugh t by a gal must marry her.
Flourishing a blunderbuss, he gave
the fear-crazed bachelors a headstart , then fired a second volley
for the howlin' mass of unw ed gals
to go ascreechin' and aclawin' after 'em,
Sadie caught her man and what
started out years ago as a gag has
become, according to the Birmingham (Alabama) Post "A November
i nst i tut ion so fi rm ly entrenc h ed i n
f.ho American way of life it would
ta ke an act of Congress to wipe it
off the books."
Here, fellas and gals, is tho official proclamation of Sadie Hawkins Day at Colby College,
PROCLAMATION

Know yo' all, wherefore and
whereas, ah proclaims: yo' gotta
run-ketch or be ketched. Whereas,
if yo' lays an unmarried haid in a
sack in Dogpatch ; and whereas, if
yo' is man or gal, woman or otherwise; and whereas, if yo' ain 't
hitched to man, animule, or post;
then yo' is eligibull. YO' JUST
GOTTA RUN — yo* pore mizzuble
unmarried days is over! Ah proclaims these rules for Sadie Hawkins Day :
OFFICIAL RULES
1. Those gals what ain 't got no
dates must not go in the spa.
2. Gals who have dates must pay
all day, and no two ways about
that neither.
3. All men what hav e dates must
have a corsage.
4. Gals must fetch these fortunate
men whore thoy is living.
5. The happy day starts about
t h o t ime t h e sun r i ses on N ovem b er
13th and ends at 12:30 a.m. on the
next day.
Violators will bo punished by
Prom et he us McGu r gl o, Mayor of
Dogpatch and his Council,
Signed nnd Scaled
Hekzebiah Hawkins
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Profe ssor Narava ne who will
speak here next week.

Naravane Speaks
On Indian Life

Dr. Vishwanath Naravane, former Visiting Lecturer in Philosophy
at Colby and presently head of the
Philosophy Department of the University of Poona , India, will lecture
on November 11 and 12, at 8:00 p.m.
in Dunn Lounge , Runnals Union.
His topic each nigh t will be "Indian Politics and Culture",
Dr. Naravane was an instructor
at Allahabad University before he
received his present appointment.
He is tiie author of several books
including Moder n Indian Thought,
Stories from the Indian Classics,
and The Elephant and the Lotus.

SCA Wo rkers

Help YMGA

In Waterville

by Liz Drinkwine
Last Saturday afternoon members of the Student Christian Association picked up rakes, clippers,
wheelbarrows and a peavey and
went to work. Under the direction
of Captain Gagne we, and about a
dozen local high school students,
cleaned up a large embankment
directly in back of an ice hockey
rink located in the South End Arena, a poorer section of Waterville.
This year S.C.A.'s emphasis is on
social action, In order to accomplish this air we called upon Mr.
George Keller of the Y.M.CA. in
Waterville to locate a project for
us. In so doing, we were introduced
to a priest in this area , Father
L'Heureus, who gave us some insight into the social conditions,
For 21 years, Capt. Gagne and his
wife have committed themselves to
providing a place for girls and boys
of all ages to go and have some fun.
Not only does the Captain coach
the hockey team, but he also maintains a recreational center there.
Although he receives a small
amount of financial aid from tho
town of Waterville, he has had to
do much of the labor himself, H«
(Continued on Pago Seven)

by Steve Stohle
Thursday evening, October 28,
Miss Dorothy Bethurum, Professor
Emeritus of English from Connecticut College, delivered the Phi
Beta Kappa lecture on Contrasts in
Shakespeare's Tragic Heroes- Miss
Bethurum's talk was concise, full
of fresh and original interpretations, and highly enlightening. As
the dissertation unfolded, Shakespeare's universality concerning
man and his fate was clearly apparent.
A tragedy generates more energy than any other literary form .
When a successful tragedy is
achieved, feelings of elevation , exhaltation , and thrill are generated.
The reader can feel the plight of
the tragic protagonists. Youth and
age, or the imperfect sympathy between the ages, provides one contrast in Shakespeare's tragi c characters.
Romeo's fault lies in his being
young, too young. The power of
love being as it is, Romeo should
have escaped his fate, but because
of his youth and inexperience and
the various forces in society that
were against him , he succumbed to
a sacrificial death. Lear's tragedy
is that of old age.
The causes of Lear's degradation
into the Satanic world of his daughter were in him. He was never introspective and now in his old age
he is unable to cope with his problems and too weak to assert himself in any manner. His world becomes chaotic instead of ordered ,
evil instead of good , and unjust instead of just.
Anthony and Cleopatra 's tragedy
is one of middle age. They had
both experienced and tasted much
of what life offered. In a sense they
were both satiated find even a little
overripe, therefore they did not put
up much resistance to their dilemma, reasoning simply that if
they could not have each other ,
all else was lost, including themselves.
Another contrast Miss Bethurum
brought out in Shakespeare's tragic heroes is that of the innocent
versus the guilty. Brutus' innocence
arises from his generosity of spirit
and infallibility of judgment , Hamlet is innocent because ho did nothing to bring about the situation in
which ho finds himself. Ho inherited tho situation and could not escape it. Like Brutus, Hamlet also
thought too well of people and did
not realize that evil was inherent
in human nature. In tho end , the
innocent Hamlet accepts his fate—
death.
Othello's innocence is of a differ-

ent nature. In the start of the play,
he is very simple and primitive. By
the end , his degeneration into a
beast, brought about by 'lago's malignity, is complete. His innocence
was unbearably pathetic because he
did not know nimself , ne aid not
know love, and he did not know
what to believe and what not to believe.
Macbeth's choice of guilt could
not have been made any clearer by
Shakespeare. He chose the life of
evil, disregarding warnings and
heedings. He consequently lost his
freedom and narrowed his determinism. The curse of the overambitious man is that he never lives
in the present , only in the future,
thereby causing his downfall eve'rsomore swiftly.
In the end , all of Shakespeare 's '
tragic heroes learn that they cannot
solely control their own fate, nor do
the gods. If there is universal j ustice, man cannot understand it. He
suffers under the weight of an unintelligible world full of inhuman
malignity. The best man can do is
to accept this worl d and try to
make it the best possible of all the
worlds.
Miss Bethurum 's style of delivery
was not in itself too inspiring, however, every sentence she uttered
was crammed with pointed and interesting information. Still this listener cannot help feeling that she
simplified her material too much,
almost to the point of complete objectivity. Shakespeare is anything
_ ,but objective.

Frat Pled ges Rise
To 129 Tota l

Fraternity pledgings as of November 1 (freshmen and sophomores) :
ALPHA DELTA PHI
Michael Storer, Robert Hark ,
John McClain , Stuart Rosenfield.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Jeffrey Smith , Spencer Sullivan ,
James Barys, Lyndon Bixby, Geoffrey Day, Christian Dreyor, Jon
Eustis, Thomas Geibel, Stuart
Giles, Davi d Mirsky, Robert Oldorsh aw, Michael Rothschild, James
Skinner, Peter W. Smith , Joel Sugerman , Alden Wilson , David Wi.ssler.
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
Kevin Bovvcn , G. David Iverson ,
Joe Steincr, Martin Swartz.
DELTA UPSILON
Do na ld Ca o uette , Peter Emory,
Jay Gallagher, Jonathan Knight.
John Kusiak , Stephen Lamb, Thorn(Continued on Page Seven )

Much Acclaimed Cardinal
Scheduled Saturday & Sunday

THE CARDINAL is this week's
feature at Cinema. There will be a
special showing on Saturday at 7:30
and regular showings on Sunday at
2:00 & 7:30. A work of sheer brilliance, this is a huge but delicate
masterpiece that spans two vibrant
decades and two continents in tracing the complex life of a young
Irish American from his ordination
as a priest to his elevation as a
Cardinal.
One of the most unusual pictures
produced in recent years, THE
CARDINAL succeeds in retaining
the flavor and much of the plot of
the celebrated novel by Henry
Morton Robinson, and at the same
time tackles some very contemporary problems confronting mankind.
To quote Rabbi Balfour Brickner
of the U.A.H.C., "it raised questions
that should be discussed by Americans everywhere. It is a provocative
motion picture for men of all faiths
and for men of no faith ." One is
swept up by the questions of mixed
marriage, religious vocation, the
infringing of personal freedom by
the totalitarian Nazi state, and the
infringing of civil rights by the
anti-negro forces in our own country. As a backdrop to all this, the
lyrically beautiful scenes filmed in
Rome and Vienna are contrasted
with the austere, w intry sc enes in
Boston.
Tom Tryon, Romy Schneider ,
Carol Lynley, Jill Haworth, John
Saxon, Burgess Meredith, Ossie
Davis, Dorothy Gish, Maggie McNamara, Cecil Kellaway, John
Huston, Chill Wills, Robert Morse,
and Raf Vallone star in this complex and intelligent story which received seven different Academy
Award nominations.

SYUBEHT QOYBMMMEMT
REPORTS

[

The New York Herald Tribune
wrote that the "outstanding performer is John Huston who brings
throbbing vitality and sophistication to the role of Cardinal Glennon." Or as the Catholic World puts
it, THE CARDINAL is "beautifully
filmed and the scenery is grand ... .
extremely well cast. We are permitted to see that though the law of
God is immutable, the application
of this law to persons and situations is by no means the cut and
dried thing that some dramatists
would make it out to be."

According to the Stu-G- constitution and Roberts Rules of Order
there can be no further proxy voting.
The Freshman Interim Committee has re-organized the ride board
outside the Spa.
A letter was read from President
lecture. He praised Stu-G for its
Strider concerning the Sorenson
initiative and success in drawing
an appropriate crowd to a Saturday
night lecture. He criticized Stu-G
for charging an admission fee when
lectures should be paid for out of
the funds from the Student's Activity Fee. He also criticized the
,,
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A motion passed requesting to
Mr. Dyer that the Highway Commission of the State of Maine be
outrageous" fee charged by the petitioned to place signs announclecturer (especially when compared ing Colby College at the two Waterto the quality of the lecture) and ville exits of Rt. 95.
the commercialism, which was in
A discussion was held on the prothe body of the lecture.
posed
change in the apartment rulPhil Merrill reported costs of the
Sorenson lecture were about $1700, ing from an administration regulagross gains, about $1,000 and a net tion to a statement of philosophy,
loss therefore, of about $700. Despite
a recommended standard of behavcontroversy, he recommended that
Stu-G again obtain a name lecturer ior. It read:
and charge a nominal fee.
Geoff Williams reported from
Buildings and Grounds*
A sidewalk cannot be provided
along the road from LC to Eustis
until the spring.
The Stu-G bulletin board will be
repaired.
Carrel reserve slips are in the appropriate places in the libe.
Low lights will be provided along
the path to Dana. Mr. Whalon and
the Dean of Men recommended at
this time that vandalism, especially
to the existing lights on the paths
to the girls' dorms, be subject to
strong judicial action.
A
constitutional
amendment,
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The Complete Stationery Store
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wBS I Knock-A-Boots by Bates—the swinginest kicks in town!
**Jy s In colors that are the coolest! Shown! the keen lightweight model; unlined and made of soft and smooth glove
leathers. Come in soon—you'll see what we mean. Make the
scene in Knock-A-Boots. $15.00
*»-• j- q,-

51 Main Street

Be rr y ' s Stationers
74 Main Street
Waterville , Mai ne
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Send for Free broc hure with price , and specifications for othe r flue booh , handmade in Italy by FABIANO. Complete satisf action ouaranteed. W« will •xcftan c*
within 3 days or refun d your money. (Provided the booh have not been ttrn n
outdoors.)

"COOKIE" MICHAEL
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Further discussion will be held at
the Campus Affairs meeting Wed.
at 4:00 on the third floor of Eustis.
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Gas Tank Fu ll?
For The Weekend ?
For The Game?

Waterville

While it is true that each student
is responsible for his own behavior
and the college has no wish to inquire into the private behavior of
individuals, nevertheless the college
does feel obligated to establish an
atmosphere most conducive to
learning and social growth. In that
light, it is the opinion of the administration that it is not appropriate for unaccompanied women,
to visit men's apartments.

" Made It! thanks to my
*
by New
ALPINE TOURING BOOTS
FABIANO"
CWe*-^

i
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proxy voting, was withdrawn after
debate. The Constitutional Committee will submit another proposal at
the next meeting.
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Pacy '27

BOYS

HAVE A HAPPY HOMECOMING
and always f eel at home
at

MEET

Howie '49
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LAUNDRY AND CLEANING
This Coupon Is Worth

58c

At Your Norge La undry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Elm Plaza Shopping Center , Waterville
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Have a regular $2.00 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
$
jj; done for $1.50 with this coupon . Typical load : 10 $
|:sweaters , or 4 men's suits , or 3 ladies ' suits , or 3 $
'*' topcoats , or 8 trousers , or 9 dresses .
X
Free pick-up and delivery
X
?
laundry washed , dried and folded
15c lb.
jg
J
|
Telephone 872-9858
$
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ARNOLD MOTEL

Between Waterville and Fairfield
On Routes 201 , 100 and 11
Colb y College Nearby

AAA

COFFEE

Air Conditioned

SHOP

Tel. 872-2735

SUPERIOR
Pool
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CAMPUS EYE
(Continued from Page Two)
the girls lined the roof of Dana
Hall for the show.
* * * * *
The Good-Samaritan-of-the-Week,
for the week of October 24-30, went
to John Joseph, who welcomed all
species of furry friends to the Spa ,
thus saving them from Winter's
first attack. The Eye wonders if one
of those dogs wasn't the same one
that used to frequent the lawn outside the Roberts Chow Hall. Who
says animals are dumb??
* * * * *
the
Eye is passing out
While
of bla-nket prize
kind
some
awards,
given
out
to the loyal
should be
who turned
Waterville,
of
citizens
just to
Saturday,
on
masse,
out en
bad
with
the
tangle
locals
see the
University.
It
State
from
the
boys
yearscrowd
in
largest
was the
close to 6000 fans. May the Eye
suggest organizing Sadism United?
* * * **
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The Eye has heard that the ChapIain was progressive hut advertising1
on the Chapel lawn is carrying
things too far. Fortunately, weekend rains brought absolution before
the Sunday service.
* * * * *
Automation battles the human
evaluating capacity ; The Eye gives
warning to all who turned over
three dollars to the Operation
Match. Your returns will arrive this
¦week! The Eye pities anyone who
finds a Colby name on his/her list.
The vice of
small
college
pressure will close in on you and
crush you, if contact is not made.
Leo A. will not be available for
comment, or anything else, for
three days after the lists arrive —
He will be spending your money.
* * * * *
Import duties for Homecoming
are due by Monday afternoon. Make
out your $5 checks to the Campus
Eyeball, and send them, along with

i
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(and remember, only Bass make. WeeJ_n»D
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a souvenir of the weekend, to the Individuals are unique — they have
Eye, care of this newspaper. Have specific predispositions which relate to them and those around them.
a Happy Homecoming!!
Why a pledge period carried on under artificial circumstances of
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
pledge vs. brother will unite two
(Continued from Page Two)
incompatible people is beyond me.
ri tuals". Whether you call then- Ins t ead , it merely wastes much
fraternities or "clubs ", the selection time and energy for a non-producprocess will be always with us.
tive purpose.
I certainly agree that the rushing There are several functions which
system needs considerable study at a fraternity now perfo rms, on the
Colby with more sincere emphasis other hand, that I feel are extremededicated to acquainting each fra- ly important in the development of
ternity with the prospective pledge an individual. The fraternity proand each pledge with his prospec- vides a small living unit which entive brothers. While I admit that an ables those in one house to be conoccasion al "sm oker " or two may be tinually exposed to and interact
in line, certainly more time should with those around them. It probe devoted to enable brothers arid vides the facilities for informal bull
the pledges to more thoroughly understand each other and to get to
know each other more intimately.
A. Wendell Anderson '38
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LETTER TO EDITOR
(uoncmueu iron, jrage xwo;
on many subjective factors which
are developed in many ways. It
should never be decided on the basis of group action or minority bias.
Furthermore, I have found that
people voting in a black-ball session
do not know the people upon whom
they are deciding beyond a superficial level. Although statements
made at meetings are often absolute, definitive and vigorously deli v er ed , t h e k n owledge backin g
them up is slight. This leads to a
situation of blatant discrimination,
where bias is the determining factor of acceptance or rejection into
a particular circle.
Once a group of freshmen have
joined a fraternity at Colby, there
is a pledgin g p eriod , the purpose of
which seems to be to "unify " the
pledge class. By making the freshmen undergo common experiences,
there should emerge, the theory
goes, a close-knit group which will
for four more years carry on the
tradition of the house. Nonsense!
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Tlio Largest Pizza In Town.
Tony 's 10 In, Party Pizza
also
- DynamiteGrinders
Mt. Ball
Italian Sandwiches Boor To Tako Out
Free Delivery on IP4.00 Minimum
Tel. 872-9131
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The only thing 'jus t like* Weejuns \% "
Another pair of Weejuns. You're so smart ]
not to settle for lessl
,
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°f polyester and cotton

Free Sam p les

Hootcnanny or record hop, In Weejuni
you're In perfect tempo.
Only Weejuns <ati make yon feet so
exactly right —¦ vith their comfortable,
classic defiance, poised casual styling ,
' and liand-seivn moccasin detail. ,

52 Main St,
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sessions and also for social functions. The fraternity is presently
the unit which promotes intramural athletics, as well as being an
operation base where one can become involved in local group politics. However, these opportunities
which the fraternity now makes
available are in fac t not unique
with the fraternity system ; rather,
they are defined by the physical
set-up and the atmosphere it engenders.
What I propose is that the fraternities be eliminated as the basis
upon which the entire social life
of the campus is defined, and the
houses be used as dormitories. The
above mentioned advantages of fraternities would be maintained without the blackball and pledge
systems. A room drawing might be
set up, allowing people to choose
the social dormitory they want to
live in. It could well be that many
of one's f riends would live in the
same building — thus allowing close
friendships to develop, without the
fr ustrating element of feeling compelled to like someone one does not
like, or having to live near him —
just because he is a brother.
(Continued on Page Seven)
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smacks of adolescent rebellion.
1. The Berkeley Student Revolt:
Pacts and Interpretations; Edited
by H. W. Vestermark, Jr.
now, while the remainder of the by Seymore Martin Lepset and
All is quiet on the Western front. nation can watch and gather itself Sheldon S. Wolin.
At least this would seem to be the together. The nation was watching
2. Berkeley : The New Student
case, although it is difficult to be- last fall as the system which was Revolt ; by Hal Draper.
lieve that Berkeley is not seething thought best suited to meet these
3. Labor and Management in Inabout the implications of the anar- mass needs, was itself seriously dustrial Society, by Clark Kerr.
chy of last fall. Joan Baez is haunt- threatened. Perhaps the- basic comIn
addition,
the
following:
ing the Big Sea coast, no longer plaint of the students was that the letters represent views of sevplaying Circe on the steps of Sproul system possessed an inherent eral students as the revolt was deHall. And Mario Savio has sacri- structure necessary to meet the clining in power. .
ficed his strangelovian "vital es- demands made of it but which simThe following letters are reprintultaneously and ironically undercut ed from "The Daily Californian":
sence."
The Berkeley student ' revolt its role as a place of inquiry. The December 9, 1964.
raised serious questions about the dignity of this process of inquiry On Resignation
validity of an undergraduate educa- was being sacrificed at the psychic To the Ice Box :
tion at large universities heavily- expense of the student. Yet the
I see that Dell H. Hymes, procommitted in government and pri- form of the objections assumed by fessor of anthropology, has decided
vate research. Such questions con- the students paralyzed the process (as have "a significant group of
cerned the future meaning: of stu- of resolution of the problem.
other members of the faculty") to
dent-teacher relationships where The raging at the dying of the resign his "position at the Univeraccessibility of teachers had to be light last year at Berkeley was ex- sity of California, Berkeley" to go
dealt with before the issue of rap- pressed on several levels of vary- and hawk his services elsewhere.
port could be considered. For the ing ligitimacy. The presence at
Go with my blessings, Mr. Hymes,
time being, this problem may be Colby of the current student gov- Desert the sinking ship like a good
unique to the State of California ernment president from Berkeley little rat. It seems your action charwhich is attempting to meet the ed- should provide the opportunity to acterizes the cry-baby attitude
ucational needs of a population that sort out and evaluate our impres- which has spawned and nurtured
All-American Ted Sorensen fires T. D. strike in Kennedy-style quad
is outrunning the best planning. sions of this significant event. He this whole mess: the demonstraBranches of the University opening is expected to be available for ex- tions, the sit-ins and now the strike. tilt.
this year are being forced to accept changes with the student body beThanks to such selfish cry-babyas much as 50% more than their tween November 11-14. The follow- ism, now even those of us who wish
initial year quota. American life ing books are recommended for to attend classes are being forced
styles are demanding an increasing reading prior to his arrival. They to share in the spoils of anarchy
intellectual, sophistication which is should cause a decrease in the cas- as T.A.'s and professors close class
Inter - Fraternity Woodsmen's
best acquired via "higher educa- ual dropping oi conversational al- after class.
tion". California is faced with the lusions to the Berkeley revolt as
Most of us "scabs" aren't rolling Meet will take place as the final
This past Thursday, SCOPE, the
problem of providing this education something satisfying because it in dough, don't have bottomless event of the Homecoming Weekend
civil
rights group oh campus,
parental support and can't afford this Sunday at 2:00 p.m. in the field
capped
two months of activity with
to lose a semester while the rest of by Johnson Pond. The annual event
the
election
of officers for the comthe campus takes time out to play will see an independent team , for
ing
year.
Elliot
Jaspin was named
the first time recently, as well as
games.
Chairman,
Charlie
Miller, Director;
Yes, go, Mr. Hymes, and lick your teams from most of the fraternities.
Laurie
Sargent
,
Secretary ; and
The six-man teams will compete
imaginary wounds. I only wish AtDana
Heikes,
treasurer.
These electila Savio and the rest of his Huns in six tests of woods skills. Speed
tions
end
two
months
of
re-organChopping and Splitting will be the
would follow your lead.
ization
designed
to
enable
SCOPE
—Roger Bresnik, Junior, Architure first events, each utilizing three
to
carry
out
a
new
and
expanded
members of each team. Other
Lots of Luck
events will be run in Round Robin program. Among the new programs
To the Ice Box :
is a plan to aid the Indians in
Regarding the FSM strike and style.
Maine,
an attempt to get both segSlalom Canoe Race against the
sit-ins, I would like to ask its leadregationists
and civil rights leaders
ers, "WHAT ARE YOU FIGHT- clock will use three men , two as
to
speak
on
campus, an d trainpaddlers an one as weight, around
ING FOR?"
ing
of
students
to work down South
Is the safety of a few students a course on the pond. The other
this
summer.
from on-campus disciplinary ac- three men from the team participatForemost in the SCOPE program '
tion, and the right to make illegal ing in a canoe race will be taking
is
the training of student civil
use of on-campus facilities suffi- part in the Packboard Relay Race.
rights
workers. Classes have been
cient reason to disrupt an entire In this event the first man ties a 50
set
up
to
teach non-violence, Southacademic community and expose pound sand bag- to a packboard
ern
politics
, first aid, and the Nenumerous well meaning students and dons it. He runs and passes to
gro
in
America.
The classes are bethe second man \vho in turn gives
to misdemeanor charges?
'
ing
held
every
Wednesday
night at
to SJ»w Xtaiii r of Detail, © Trade-Mirk Ret.
Or, Mr. Savio, have you made the to the third man who finishes the
8
p.m.
in
Roberts
Union.
The
public
¦J
decision of a true demagogu e to course and removes the pack,
ft * ' 'I' 1 '" '\\\\ j ' \ ¦ ''' -'', ' ' '¦' ' '*
is
welcome.
SCOPE
also
hopes
to
Pulp Toss utilizes the full team
keep a movement going on sheer
Each Keepsake setting is
?f??W v J v;; {i
send
students
to
Boston
over
weekemotionalism fed by vague charges with three men on each end of an
a masterpiece of design, re{' • /£*$§$*& \H y 0 i
of the unresponsiveness of the ex- area across which three pulp logs ends to work with major civil
;
fleeting: the full brilliance
)
»4
j
ff'v^m^r
isting, power structure, when on all must be thrown. Fastest team wins. rights groups there,
and beauty of the center diaf , ''mW?M^^^S^\
*t
real and significant issues your Logrolling is final event. In this
Also of high priori ty is the inmond . . . a perfect gem of
W \ f B^PP^\) ll|^
demands had been granted by the the team is split into three pairs vestigation of conditions of Maine
flawless clarity, fine color and
k Wim^
f: tf ilmlf i
faculty, administration, and tho Re- and each must roll a couple-of- Indians with a view toward helpmeticulous modern cut. The
hundred pound logs the distance of ing them, if possible. The Indian
gents.
vJ/!f
WW/^^
¥
^ ff
name, Keepsake, in the ring
tjfc W
Affairs bureau of Colby SCOPE
fk WWM
I wish you the best of luck in ex- a course using peaveys.
and on the tag is your asJudges will be members of the has already met with a Colby stupressing fresh and explosive issues.
M I MnwMm*t
surance of fine quality .
M II^Wl l
—Pamela Byrd , Senior, History Woodsmen 's Council of COC under dent intimately involved with the
Your very personal Keepsake
the leadership of Leon Garnett '68, problems of Maine Indians. It is
Many Thanks FSM
I'-lW^^SOTlll)I
head
of the Council, Meet is spon- also corresponding with the State
is now at your Keepsake
To t h e Ice Box:
ililWWPi
sored
by tho Council and the KDR government, The inquiry has alSltWliltBli
Jeweler's store. Find him in
We, as students of tho University
yel
low
fraternity
which will provide re- ready found that tho government
the
pages under
of California, would like to thank
«#%m*^
freshments
of cider and doughnuts. has illegally seied Indian lands for
the FSM with all our hearts for
general sale and that there is much
what it has done for us.
discrimination by whites in the
Being mere junio rs, and having
towns surroun ding Indian reservaattended this school for only 2'/_
tions,
years, we are grateful to these older, more experienced and wiser students who aro fighting our battles
On Thursday, Nov. 11th, the Colfor us and stating our views.
Sunda y evening:, Nov. 7, the
by
Debate
Club
will
bo
host
to
all
appreciate
the
fact
that
the
Brunswick
Chamber Singers will
We
FSM has picketed our classes, halt- the Maine colleges for a debate present a program of songs ranging the learning process, postpon- tourney on tho national topic: Re- in g f rom Rena issance ma d r igals to
ing midterms at the last minute and solved : that the law enforcement MenottPs "Tho Unicorn , Tho Goragencies of the U.S. should be given gon and The Manticoro." Tho reciemptying the classrooms.
gr
eater f ree d om i n t h o i nvest igat i on tal will lie given nt 1$ p.m. in Given
Wo will not mind tho inconvenan
d prosecution of crime. All de- Auditorium.
ience of harder tests (because of
bates
will be hole] in tho Lovejoy
the lost classhours ) of last, an d of
Tlie "Singers ' 'aro comprised of
Bu
ilding
at three p.m., 4:80 p.m.
co urse least , tho loss of clnsstimc
many
of tlio finest voices in tlio
and 7 p.m.
itself.
BiuimwIck-lJnth
region.
Hamlin and Goodwin Speaking
Wo are also grateful that the Contests are announced. Thoy will
Limited to 80 members, tho groui>
FSM t ell s us whoro an d whe n not
be hold on Friday, Nov. 12th in tho
specializes in inimical literature
to go on this campus.
Lovejoy building , Tho Hamlin Con- from tlio
K-iinissart.o through conHaving boon hero, as wo said ,
tost (o pen only to Freshmen) offers temporary periods
which is espen, m ore 2V_ years, wo do not really
[Tio!v TO PLAN YOUR*ENGAGEM ENT"AND VTO
prizes of .1)25, $10, nnd $5, while tho
know yot whoro we wn.nt to go Goodwin Contest (open to nil stu- cially united to a small chamber
j Please send now 20-paga booklet,''How "to Plan Your Engagement I
chorus.
and tho subtle intelligent directions dents) offers prizes of
j and Wedding" and new 12-pago full color folder,both for only 254. I
,
$50, $3., and
Also,
send
special
offer
of
beautiful
44-poge
Bride
Book.
's
|
|
of the FSM members (DON'T go to
$15.
I
class!" "DON'T go in tho ASUC
I
,
Namo
I
Store!") have boon a groat help.
intelligent students seriously seek!
aro
thankful
all,
wo
ing an education . , .
But
most
of
,
Address
Bus loaves Runnnls Union at 7:.')()
-1
I
to tho members of FSM because
I
—Leslie Lafayette, Junior ,
ton
i ght for tlio Bitter End Singer*
I City
State
Zip
P ol i tica l Sci ence
t hoy have focused national atten|
Clndy Cit.ll, Junior, Concur!; at tliu Opera. House.
tion on our grand old school, and
KEEDf.M'E DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK , ' 3202
j
J
Political Science
sh own us to bo mature, lawablcling,

Berkeley In Retrospect

Woodsmen Hold Jaspin Elect ed
Sunday Meet
SCOPE Head;
Progr am Set

The
ENGAGE-ABLES
go for

TCe ^]p s -__-_ --_>''

Colb> Will Host
College Debaters

SCA WOR__-_RS
(Continued from Page Three)
expressed to one of us that "at last
someone has taken an interest in
us and wants to help".
The purpose of our work project
was twofold. First, it was to accomplish some useful work that would
•_ appreciated. Secondly, and more
important , our purpose was to create a bond of understanding be-

tween the students and us and to
create an experience of sharing.
Our project enabled us to communicate with these students and to
join in and work together toward
a common purpose.. This satisfied
our aim. Those participating in our
project
were" : Jessie
Burdick,
Hethie Shores, Lystra Wilson , Janey Neill, David Gray, Allen Throop,
Larry Sears. Bob Merrill, Liz

f ig ht it .
Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper. "'
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium ,heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.
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Drinkwine, Kay Tower, Marti De- 1 Roger Hopkins, Dwight Parsons , Concert Plans for 1965 - 66:
Christmas Concert, December 5,
Paul Wielan .
Cou, and Leddy Baxter.
Runnals Union , (With Glee Club) ;
PI LAMBDA PHI
Spring Concert, March 20, Given
Omar Bcnhachein Alaoni , Alan
FRAT PLEDGES RISE
GregRichard
Morey,
McWhirter,
Auditorium
;*
(Continued from Page Three)
Apri l Concert, April 25, Given
as McBrierty, Michael Mooney, ory Ellsworth, William Lyons, RichRobert
Tyson.
(With solo pianist —
ard
Stinchfield,
Auditorium,
Christopher Parker, Peter Phillips.
TAU
DELTA
PHI
Tonak)
.
Muriel
'
KAPPA DELTA RHO
Richard Foster, Barry Arkin ,
A joint concert is also planned
Robert Anthony, Edward Clough;
Thomas Bailey, Edward Beard , with the Southern Connecticut
Richard Frantz, Peter Hoffman,
Robert Borteck , Thomas Burrage, State College Symphony Orchestra
Richard Irvine, Mark Janes, Jeff
David Christensen , Vincent Cian- at New Haven, Connecticut.
Little, Frederick Littlefield, Gordon
ciolo, Donald Clark, Howard Cutler,
MacNab, Jay Mann, Raymond Mott ,
Kirk Mahle, Charles Miller, LaurLETTER TO THE EDITOR
William Revett, John Richardson ,
ence Nelson , Jeffrey Sandler, Eric
(Continued from Page Five)
Richard Turner, Edward Williams.
Sigeltuch, Philip Torrisi , Steve
A
new intramural athletic proLAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Wurzel.
gram could be set up using MSA
Allen Irish, Lee Urban , Gai'y Aus- ZETA PSI
as a basis for organization. Or pertin, David Blair, Richard Chabot,
Richard Goldberg, Robert Koons, haps a new dormitory council
David Demers, Richard Dow, Fred- Victor Pinansky, Stephen Anderwould evolve with an athletic comerick Emery, Edwar-d Hoe, Douglas son , William Antonucci , Peter Basmittee
within it.
Kant, Donald Leith, John Limauro, sett ,
Steven
Blumsack, Peter
The
same
small buildings would
Gary Lynch, Thomas McGrath , Da- Brown , John Burnham, George
still
exist
providing
the same atvid Noonan , John Sherger, Wil- Cameron , Ronald Caruso, Dennis
mosphere
and
continuing
the same
liam Thompson.
Casey, Peter Constanineau, John social patterns. A house governPHI DELTA THETA
Davies, Alex Hamphill, George Hig- ment could be set up to determine
Peter Jensen, Harold Bromfield , gins, Eric Livingstone, Robert Rud- what kind J of functions the house
Steven Campbell, Robert Lloyd, nick , Curtis Schneider, Thomas wanted to sponsor, and what kind
James Bishop, Jonathan Breul , Schulhof , Bole Steffey, Craig Stev- of financial support it would deStephen Ganders, Gary Fitzmartin , ens, Jerald Wichtel.
mand.
I am sure that there are many
inadequacies in the ideas I have
brough t forth , but it appears to me
that this is the direction in which
For a future with a well known Midwest Manufacturing Firm. We
we must look for a more effective
are now offering exclusive distributorships for a patented product.
social system. I have written this
No competition. Factory trained personnel will assist you in setting
article so that I could explain my
views towards fraternities, but also
up a tried and proven advertising and merchandising program.
in a hope that it might promote
100% mark up. Investment guaranteed. Minimum investment
some serious discussion about the
$1,000. Maximum $14,000. All replies confidential. For information
fraternity system, its inadequacies,
write Director of Marketing, P. O. Box 14019, St. Louis, Missouri
and a partial solution.
63178.
John Eiseman
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the iron an authentic anti que, because they never need ironin g !
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New - and almost too good to be
true,yowr favorite cordisroy slacks
now treated with Farapress so they
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Mules Meet Bates In Vital State Clashes
Soccer Faces
Bates Tomorrow;
M1AA On Line

U Maine Machine
Triumphs , 42-14;
Bom bs Decisive

by John O'Shea
Maine 's powerful Black Bears invaded Mayflower Hill on Saturday
and met a small, often battered
Mule , whose ability was greatly enlarged by its spirit, even in losing,
42-14. The loss was the Mules' sixth
after an opening victory, while t he
win was Coach Hal Westerman 's
seventh in as many weeks, as the
potent Bears secured their hold on
high r an kings, both in the nation
and in New England.
Colby 's eleven put up a stubborn
fight against the superior Maine
team, led by QB Dick Devarney.
Devarney set records for yards
gained passing in a game — 292;
touchdown passes in a game — 5;
and passing yardage in a season —
1347. These records are all University records, all previously held by
Devarney himself. These feats have
been accomplished by 91 completions out of 166 attempts, fo r a
passing average of 54.8%. The figures tell the tale of the little scramble r, a great quarterback, whose
ability has made a good team great.
All these facts and the score overshadow the tremendous performance of Bill Loveday. Bill attempted
44 passes and completed 21, in an
attempt to battle Maine through
the air. Lady Luck did not smile
upon Bill throughout the contest,
as his receivers dropped at least
a dozen more passes, which could
have added well over 100 yards to
his 235-yard passing total, and
could have made the game much
more interesting. Even his two interceptions were bizarre; one resulted from the ball being punched
high into the air, while the other
hit a back's shoulder pads and deflected into the arms of a nearby
Maine defender.
The first period was to be the
most even battle of the game, Two
miscues turned the advantage to
Maine, and their victory tide was
never stemmed. The period found
several exchanges of punts necessitated by Colby stopping Maine's
ground attack and by the' tremendous pass rush put on Devarney by
Bruce Barker and Len O'Connor.
At this time Colby started to move,
mainly on the running and passing
of Loveday, aided by tho running
and receiving of Dick Aubo, The
best play of the period was a 55yard pass from Loveday to Aube
for Colby's first scoring threat.
This was soon stopped , as on the
next play, a mixup resulted in the
ball being lateralled to a- Colby
lineman, who was too surprised to
stop Maine from recovering the
loose ball. Devarney capitalized on
the mistake immediately, with a 70yard touchdown pass to Frank Harney. This score did not slow down
Colby, as Loveday took to the air
with passes to Frcyer and Markol
to cover 30 yards. Another bad
break appeared as Loveday threw
a good pass to Wagner, that hit
jus t a few inches too high on, his
shoulderpnds and ricocheted into
the arms of a surprised John
Huard , who scampered for the
score, Thus Maine had scored 14
points in tho space of three minutes, on two plays that should never hove happened.
With the Mules stunned by the
first period , Devarney sot his team
into high offensive gear to show
why thoy are rated Number Two
small collogo in the nation. Ho first
threw to Harney for 35 yards, having already found his ground game
inoffoctlvo. Devarney passed to
Dennis Doylo and finally to Davo
Harnum for tho game's third score.
Maine was just fooling Its power,
as Devarney throw fifty yards In
the air to Paul Kenney, who had

With Colby's stronghold on the
Maine State Soccer crown in distinct jeopardy this year, the , Mule
hooters host Bates tomorrow morning at 10:00. Colby 's soccermen defeated the Bobcats nine days ago
at Le wis t on , 3-2.

BATTLING BILL — Loveday bootlegs against Maine, as Dan Libby (76) leads interference.
FORECAST
triple tie in its first season. Colby was defeated 28-21 by Bowdoin in the series opener
tripple tie in its first season. Colby was defeated 28-21 by Bowdoin in the series opener,
and, last week, Bates blanked the Polar Bears, 10-0. Thus, following a likely Colby victory
t omorro w, each team will finish with a 1-1 record.
Bates has compiled a 6-1 mark so far this season, with a very strong ground game, built
around top ground-gainer Tommy Carr, a powerful fullback with a long-standing reputation, and halfbacks Lanza and John Yuskis. However, the Bates attack is one-sided, as
there is not a competent passing quarterback in the Bobcat fold. Bates threw but five passes in the Bowdoin victory, and there is no evidence that they will do anything different
here tomorrow.
This offense is precisely the type of game with which John Simpson's Mules has been
most able to cope so far this season. No team, save Northeastern, lias been able to move
on the ground against the Mules' defense, and last week, Colby held Maine to a mere 98
yards in rushing. The defensive charge, led by Len O'Connor, Bruce Barker and linebacking Captain Pete Wagner has been very impressive, and it is doubtful that even a runner
as strong as Carr will be able to dent the Mule defenses constantly.
Colby, on the other hand , is looking to its fine passing attack to pick apart the Bobcats'
relatively weak secondary. Also, Dick Oilmore will be back to work on the power sweeps.
Dick Aube, whose dives and smashes have made up the bulk of the Colby running game of
late, is hobbled by a knee injury and may not play. COLBY 21, BATES 12 P.F.F.
outrun the Colby secondary , and
Keaney lugged the ball the remaining 30 yards to make the score,
with the extra point , 28-0.
The Colby offense moved from
its own 25 to the M-20 on a pass
to Steve Freyer, who hauled in nine
Loveday strikes during the game,
and the running of Loveday, but an
assortment of penalties and dropped passes killed the drive. With
monotonous regularity, b ack ca m e
Maine, behind tho running of Norm
Tardiff and Keaney, plus tho everpresent passes of Devarney, who
threw to Keaney for 20 yards and
to Dennis Doyle for 37 yards and
a touchdown. Fred Lovejoy added
his fifth extra point for the Bears'
h alftime lead of 35-0.

Due to the postponement of last
Saturday 's encounter with the University of Maine, Si Dunklee's
forces may have to await Tuesday's
home game against the Bears before learning the outcome of State
Series competition. Making their
final appearances for the Mules on
Tuesday will be Terry Eagle and
Rick Zimmerman, the co-captains,
seniors Charlie McLennan, Fran
Finizio, and Brian Schacter, and
the team 's leading goal-getter Izzet
Incekara, the ju nior exchange student from Turkey.
Dunklee will most likely employ
a pressing 4-3-3 alignment in hopes
of penetrating the opposition more
efficiently than the Mules have in
recent games and thwarting Bates'
talented left wing Mike Peterson.
The Colby soccermen have found
goals hard to come by recently and
so defensive standouts, goalie Brad
Coady, fullback Al Gray, and halfbacks Eagle and McLennan have
been important factors in the hooters ' 7-2-1 season. The teamwork on
the forward line has been sporadic
lately and the shooting erratic for
the most part.

* * * * *

Colby absorbed its third loss of
the season, and its second against
Bowdoin, as the Mules succumbed
to the Polar Bears, 3-2, here on
Wednesday, before a very disappointed home crowd. The loss put
the MIAA crown out of reach for
Colby, for the first time since its
inception,

SOCCER SCORING
(as of November 2)

G A P
Izzet Incekara
10
1 11
Greg Nelson
7
4
11
5)
Abou Sylla
1 10
Rick Zimmerman
$
4
7
Issa Karsholi
3
1 4
Charlie McLennan
1 3
4
Reed Harmon
3
0
3
Second half saw the same Black
Fran Finizio
1 2
8
Bears start to roll from tho kickTerry Eagle
1 0
1
off , but a little luck aided Colby,
Dorek Schuster
1
0
1
as George Kay recovered a fumble
Davo
Manning
0
1
1
on tho C-40. Three rushing plays FROSH ACTION - Gerry McGrath hurdles in 7-6 loss to Maine Freshmen.
Brian Sh acter
0
1
1
were unsuccessful, and on tho ensuing punt , Tardiff returned to the
GOAL TENDING
C-34, before being knocked out of
Games Goals Saves
bounds. Running plays with Harney
Tom Mnynard , from East Hart- cross-country club that is composed
Brad
Coady
10
10
180
and Keaney only lost yards, so De- ford , Conn,, took second place in tho of tho top frosh and sophomores;
varney threw to John White for
Eastern Intercollegiate Froshman this squad also went unbeaten .
the touchdown,
A surprising Colby team still Cross-Country moot that took place
wanted to play, so Loveday, who in Boston last Saturday. Overall,
had abandoned running plays as Colby was 4th in a field of ten.
useless, took to the air , throwing
Maynard's outstanding showing
strikes to Lambert, Aub e, Froyor, capped Colby 's first freshman
and finally to Aubo again in for a
25-yard scoring play. Lovodny 's cross-country season in 15 years.
boot added tho extra point , Colby For Coach Ken Woinbol' s charges,
was able to stop the Maine subs it was an unbeaten effort. In dual
and returned to the air, with recep- and triple meets throughout tho
tions by Hnlvorson , and Froyor, fall , tho Baby Mulos ripped opponbut it was not enough ,
ents such as Cony, Lewiston, Mount
Tho Inst period found ono long View, Winslow, Watorvillo , and
drlvo of significance and that was Hinckley for n 4-0 record,
Complementing Maynard , and
all Colby, Colby combined tho spood
of Gllmore, tho fakes of Loveday providing a tough 1-2 punch , was
when trapped passing, plus tho re- Joff Coady of .Can ton , Mass. Ironicceiving of Froyor and Lambert. Gil- ally, Maynard's only defeat In the
moro clove over from tho four for regular season occurred last Monday to Condy in tho Waterville
tho Inst scoro of tho game, 42-14.
Tho scoro will never toll the moot, In all tho previous moots,
story that Colby played so well, but Coady had placed second to Mayas Mnino halfback Prank Harney, nard ,
¦
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said "The way you played , you aro
Colby doos not yet have on orFrcHlmmn
Harrier
Tom
Maynard
with
Conch
Ken
Wfunhol.
not a one-und-six ball club. "
Riilnzed varsity, but it does have a

Tom^Maynard at Eas terns

